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Drive Thru Dummy Hub

Drive Thru Dummy Hub

Part Number

Thread Pitch

¨

DRI403

1.0 mm

1.5 mm

¨

DRI402

1.5 mm

1.75 mm

¨

DRI401

1.75 mm

Mavic Speed Release

¨

DRI404

Mavic Speed Release

Value Meal 3-Pack

¨

DRI400

Value Meal 3-Pack
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE DRIVE THRU

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE DRIVE THRU

Assemble the Drive Thru

Assemble the Drive Thru

The first few installations/removals of the pulley from the stud will be tight, as the o-ring settles into the
axle stud. It will become easier to install and remove the more you do it.

The first few installations/removals of the pulley from the stud will be tight, as the o-ring settles into the
axle stud. It will become easier to install and remove the more you do it.

1. Place the pulley flat on a hard, durable surface.

1. Place the pulley flat on a hard, durable surface.

2. Grab the axle stud with the threads pointing into the pulley hole.

2. Grab the axle stud with the threads pointing into the pulley hole.

3. Using the heel of your hand, firmly press the axle stud into the pulley until the axle stud bottoms out
on on the hard surface.

3. Using the heel of your hand, firmly press the axle stud into the pulley until the axle stud bottoms out
on on the hard surface.

4. Grab the pulley and axle stud in your hands and press the axle stud the rest of the way into the
pulley.

4. Grab the pulley and axle stud in your hands and press the axle stud the rest of the way into the
pulley.

Disassemble the Drive Thru

Disassemble the Drive Thru

You can take the axle stud the pulley apart for flat storage.

You can take the axle stud the pulley apart for flat storage.

1. Balance the tip of the axle stud on a hard surface.

1. Balance the tip of the axle stud on a hard surface.

2. Press down fimly with equal pressure with the heel of both hands on the pulley until the o-ring
releases from the pulley.

2. Press down fimly with equal pressure with the heel of both hands on the pulley until the o-ring
releases from the pulley.

Using the Drive Thru:

Using the Drive Thru:

1. Remove the wheel from your bike.

1. Remove the wheel from your bike.

2. IMPORTANT: Before installing the Drive Thru
confirm the thread pitch of your stock axle with the
Drive Thru. The threads MUST match. (Figure 1)

2. IMPORTANT: Before installing the Drive Thru
confirm the thread pitch of your stock axle with the
Drive Thru. The threads MUST match. (Figure 1)

3. With the pulley installed on the Drive Thru axle
stud, hand thread the Drive Thru from the inside of
the frame into the driveside threads of the dropout.
Hand tighten only.

3. With the pulley installed on the Drive Thru axle
stud, hand thread the Drive Thru from the inside of
the frame into the driveside threads of the dropout.
Hand tighten only.

4. Take the chain and place it on top of the Drive Thru.

Figure 1

4. Take the chain and place it on top of the Drive Thru.

5. Proceed with cleaning and lubing your drive train.

5. Proceed with cleaning and lubing your drive train.

6. Remove the Drive Thru by hand and reinstall the wheel and thru axle.

6. Remove the Drive Thru by hand and reinstall the wheel and thru axle.

7. Disassemble and store flat if desired

7. Disassemble and store flat if desired.

Figure 1

The Robert Axle Project is the thru axle authority. All products are
designed, tested and made in Bend, Oregon, USA.
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